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Remove the 2 fuel lines above the filter and just twist the nipples they attach to aside.
Remove the bolt in the top center. The fuel filter will drop down and leak fuel all
over. I used a NAPA filter #3166 and it came with 5 O rings. The little bitty one is for that
top center bolt. It goes below the steel washer. My O ring looked like it hadn't been
changed for 20 years. 

(Editors note: When I changed mine this old O ring looked just 
like a flat washer, when in fact it was actually an old flattened O ring, 
I just used a O ring from my spare O ring kit that fit under the bolt
head and there are no leaks.    J.F.)

The next smallest one goes underneath the cap on a shaft that sticks into the top of the
filter element. I used a mirror to find it. The shaft has a groove in it and that's
where the O ring goes. The 2 big ones are for the top and bottom of the element.
I left the top bolt slightly loose to purge air when done. The fuel pump is right next to the
filter and has a little manual pump handle on the bottom of it. Pump the handle 27.5
times to fill the filter. ;o)  CHECK OUT PHOTO BELOW FOR A TIP ON THIS.

I started tightening bolts and lines when I could see liquid coming out. The generator
started and died after that. I then loosened all 4 injector lines at the injectors and
cranked the engine until liquid was coming out all 4, then tightened them up.
Maybe somebody has a better way to bleed out the air, that's how I did it and it worked,
but took a little patience. Remember to pop off the bottom of the air filter and clean
it out, as well. It's just an oil bath filter and it really traps dirt. :o)
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